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ABSTRACT 
Single-Walled Carbon Nanotube Dynamics in Simple and Complex Media 
by 
Nikta Fakhri 
Understanding the dynamics of single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) in sim-
ple and complex environments is crucial for establishing potential application of nan-
otube architectures for materials and biosciences. In this thesis we employ the vi-
sualization and analysis tools to image and quantify and the Brownian bending and 
diffusion of SWNTs in different media in order to understand and eventually to tailor 
nanotube mobility in confined environments. 
We image Brownian bending dynamics of SWNTs in water using Near-infrared 
(NIR) fluorescence microscopy. The bending stiffness of each chirality-assigned SWNT 
is extracted from the variance of the curvature fluctuations. Relaxation times of the 
bending fluctuations are measured from the autocorrelation of SWNT shapes. We 
find that the bending stiffness scales as the cube of the nanotube diameter, in agree-
ment with an elastic continuum model. The measured shape relaxation times are 
in excellent agreement with the semiflexible chain model, showing that SWNTs may 
truly be considered as the ideal model semiflexible filaments. 
The motion of stiff objects in crowded environments has been investigated for more 
than three decades in polymer science and biophysics; yet, theory and experiments 
have not established whether a minute amount of flexibility affects the mobility of 
stiff slender filaments. We image the Brownian motion of SWNTs in a network by 
NIR fluorescence microscopy. We show direct evidence of SWNTs reptating in the 
network, and confirm that their small flexibility enhances significantly their rotational 
diffusion. Our results establish the reptation dynamics of stiff filaments and provide 
a framework to tailor SWNTs mobility in confined media. 
By varying SWNT surface modifications, we can selectively tune the sensitivity 
of the carbon nanotubes to the different physical properties of the porous media for 
sensing applications. We introduce a simple procedure for dispersion of SWNTs in 
aqueous solutions using triblock copolymer, PS-b-P2VP-b-PEO. This process yields 
stable dispersions of individual SWNTs without a need for ultracentrifugation, thus 
increasing nanotube yield. We show that the SWNT suspension is stable under a 
wide pH range as well as high salinity environments. These stable suspensions can 
be used in a wide range of applications in different media where stability is crucial. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 Polymer dynamics 
The dynamics of a filament of stiff material with nanoscale diameter and micro scale 
length embedded in a viscous medium is essentially dominated by the balance of 
Brownian forces, which tend to bend the filament, and elastic forces, which oppose 
this curvature. The simplest model of such filament is that of an inextensible elastic 
beam with bending stiffness K, = EI , where E is the elastic modulus and I the 
moment of inertia of the filament about its axis; the ratio of bending stiffness and 
thermal energy yields a characteristic length, termed persistence length Lp = K,/kBT 
, where kB is Boltzmann constant and T is absolute temperature [1]. This is the 
characteristic lengthscale over which the filament shows significant curvature induced 
by thermal fluctuations. The variation in the orientation of the tangent vectors along 
the contour of the filament provides a geometrical interpretation of the persistence 
length. Consider the scalar product of the unit tangent vectors u(O) . U(8), which 
has its maximum value of unity only if the tangent vectors are parallel at arclength 
distances. At non-zero temperature, the filament samples a variety of orientations 
such that the ensemble average (u (0) . U (8)) has a maximum absolute value of unity. 
The quantity (u (0) . u (8)) is referred to as the correlation function of the tangent 
vector: it describes the correlation between the direction of the tangent vectors at 
different positions along the curve. Thus, the persistence length measures the distance 
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along the filament above which the orientation of the curve becomes uncorrelated. For 
a three-dimensional angle change: 
(u (0) . U (8)) = cosO (8) = e-s/ Lp 
whereas for a filament constrained to a plane, the decay length doubles: 
(cos 0 (8)) = e-s/ 2Lp 
(1.1) 
(1.2) 
Polymers are normally classified as flexible (L > Lp), semiflexible (L '" Lp), 
or stiff (L < Lp) depending on how effectively Brownian motion randomizes their 
shape. Recent advances in visualization techniques and availability of polymer model 
systems that can be visualized on length-scales accessible to optical microscopy permit 
to observe single polymers of a network and determine how the behavior of individual 
components of a network determines the macroscopic properties of the polymeric 
system. For flexible polymer and semiflexible polymers, fluorescently labeled DNA [2] 
and actin [3] have been used as the model systems to test the basic postulates and 
predictions of polymer dynamics in both dilute and concentrated solutions. 
However, so far there has not been such a counter part for the limit of stiff polymers 
and it has been hard to test polymer theories directly against experiments. The 
question of stiff filaments dynamics has great relevance in biophysics, dynamics of 
rod-like polymer solutions and melts, as well as the emerging field of carbon nanotubes 
soft condensed matter, which has great importance for applications. 
1.2 SWNT as a model stiff polymer 
Single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) are high aspect ratio tubular structure 
of all carbon that are classified as polymers. Despite having diameters compara-
ble to synthetic polymers, they are extremely stiff and show mechanical resistance 
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to bending. A SWNT structure can be conceptualized by rolling a graphite sheet 
into a seamless cylinder. This rolling up process generates a large number of dis-
crete transverse structures can uniquely be identified by two integers (n,m) which 
differ in tube diameter and roll-up angle (chirality). SWNT electronic structure is 
governed by transverse structure. About two-third of SWNTs (in which n m does 
not divide evenly by 3) are semiconductors with bandgaps that vary approximately 
inversely with nanotube diameter. Remarkably, aqueous samples enriched in indi-
vidual surfactant-stabilized semiconducting SWNTs display near-infrared photolumi-
nescence [4]. Each near-infrared emission wavelengths has been assigned to specific 
(n,m) assignment [5], so the emission of each (n,m) can be directly visualized using a 
liquid nitrogen-cooled camera equipped with a near-infrared detector [6]. 
In this thesis I utilize SWNTs as the ideal model systems of stiff polymers to 
address important open problems in polymer physics by bridging the gap between 
the theory and single molecule experiments. 
1.3 Overview of thesis 
In chapter 2, we studied the bending dynamics of individual SWNTs in water. We 
exploited the intrinsic near-infrared fluorescence of semiconducting SWNTs to image 
individual nanotubes as they undergo Brownian motion. The bending rigidity (persis-
tence length) of each SWNT was determined from the amplitude of thermally induced 
fluctuations. Persistence length was found to scale with the cube of diameter, with 
values between"" 20 to 100 microns. We also found that the thermal shape fluctua-
tions of SWNTs accurately follow the semiflexible (stiff) filament model. There has 
been much recent activity and interest in stiff polymers, largely motivated by biopoly-
mers. But, so far, there has been no way of designing/controlling the mechanics of 
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the fibers/polymers. This work introduced a system of filaments with variable stiff-
ness. Since the persistence length is the most important microscopic parameter for 
most of the material properties of semiflexible gels, this study opens up new avenues 
for fundamental studies of such gels. In addition, the varying persistence lengths 
within the family of SWNT structures could be exploited to develop rod-like nano 
and microscale probes for microrheological studies of complex fluids and biological 
systems and to tailor nanotube mobility in confined environments such as living cells 
and tissues. The effect of persistence length on mobility is the topic of next chapter. 
In chapter 3, we showed the reptation motion of individual SWNTs in agarose 
gel and elucidated the effect of finite flexibility on rotational and translational motion. 
By using NIR fluorescence microscopy, we quantified the dependence of SWNTs mo-
bility on physical parameters such as SWNTs stiffness and length as well as network 
pore sizes. Our results strongly indicated the finite flexibility of stiff threads results in 
an enhanced rotational and translational diffusion in agreement with Odijk's theory 
and inconsistent with Doi's scaling of rotational diffusion for a rigid rod. Our obser-
vations provide insight into reptation dynamics of stiff polymers as well as a frame-
work to tailor SWNTs mobility in confined environments. By varying SWNT surface 
modifications, we can selectively tune the sensitivity of the carbon nanotubes to the 
different physical properties of the porous media for sensing applications. SWNT 
surface modifications is the topic of next chapter. 
In chapter 4, we introduced a simple procedure for dispersing as-produced SWNTs 
in aqueous solutions of triblock copolymer, poly(Styrene)-b-(2-Vinyl Pyridine)-b-
(Ethyelne Oxide) (PS-b-P2VP-b-PEO). Entropic repulsion among the absorbed poly-
mer chains generates a free energy barrier that prevents SWNTs from approaching 
the attractive part of the intertube potential. Consequentially, stable dispersions of 
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individual SWNTs in aqueous media can be prepared which requires no centrifuga-
tion and thus material is conserved. We used this SWNT-triblock copolymer system 
to study the effect of pH and salinity on polymer micelle conformations. We also 
described the ability of the SWNT-triblock copolymer assembly in sequestering hy-
drophobic molecules at very fast rates. 
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Chapter 2 
Bending dynamics of SWNTs in liquids 
Understanding the dynamics of single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) in fluids is 
crucial for establishing potential application of nanotube architectures for materials 
and biosciences. Theoretical models have predicted that SWNTs in fluids should 
behave essentially as stiff rods. Here we study the bending dynamics of individually 
suspended SWNTs in water at thermal equilibrium using near-infrared fluorescence 
microscopy. The bending stiffness of each chirality-assigned SWNT is extracted from 
the variance of the curvature fluctuations induced by Brownian motion. The relax-
ation times of the curvature fluctuations are measured from the autocorrelation of 
each SWNT shape. We find that the bending stiffness scales as the cube of the 
SWNT diameter, in agreement with an elastic continuum model; intriguingly, such 
bending stiffness gives a persistence length comparable to that of actin and micro-
tubules. The measured shape relaxation times are in excellent agreements with the 
semiflexible chain model developed for actin, showing that SWNTs may truly be 
considered as the archetypal semiflexible filaments. These findings are a major step 
towards exploiting the properties of SWNTs in biological applications, particularly 
those requiring the motion of SWNTs in confined spaces such as the intracellular ma-
trix, where diffusivity is expected to depend strongly on stiffness, as well as rod-like 
probes for microrheology, where the tunable bending stiffness could be used to probe 
materials on different timescales. 
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2.1 Introduction 
The dynamics of a filament of stiff material with nanoscale diameter and microscale 
length embedded in a viscous medium are essentially dominated by the balance of 
Brownian forces, which tend to bend the filament, and elastic forces, which oppose 
this curvature. The simplest model of such filament is that of an inextensible elastic 
beam with bending stiffness K, = EI , where E is the elastic modulus and I the 
moment of inertia of the filament about its axis; the ratio of bending stiffness and 
thermal energy yields a characteristic length, termed persistence length Lp = k;T 
, where kB is Boltzmann constant and T is absolute temperature [1]. This is the 
characteristic lengthscale over which the filament shows significant curvature induced 
by thermal fluctuations. Hence, shori filaments (Lp < L) essentially appear as rigid 
rods, whereas long filaments Lp > L display significant bending. 
Single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) are tubular nanostructures of covalently 
bonded carbon atoms, with typical diameters near 1 nm and lengths in the micrometer 
range. Their remarkable combination of very large aspect ratios, high mechanical 
strength, and versatile electronic properties makes SWNTs highly suited for many 
applications, e.g., in material engineering, soft matter science, and biomedicine [7, 
8]. However, advances in applications are presently limited by scant fundamental 
understanding of their mechanical and dynamical behavior in fluid environments. 
SWNT persistence length is important in a variety of applications such as orga-
nization on patterned surfaces [9], the ability to form liquid crystals [10], and the 
stiffening of polymeric networks [11,12]. Various methods have been used to infer or 
measure the persistence length of SWNTs. There is still controversy on whether, in 
the absence of flow, individual SWNTs in liquids should be considered rigid Lp > > L 
or semi-flexible Lp ,....., L: persistence length measurements based on the size of closed 
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SWNT rings estimated a persistence length of 800 nm [13]; experimental data using 
neutron scattering indicated that SWNTs behave as rigid rods on length scales of 
at least", 150 nm [14], whereas X-ray scattering data suggested that SWNT do not 
display rod-like behavior at any length [15]. Fluorescence video microscopy of fluores-
cently labeled SWNTs estimated that SWNT persistence length ranges between 32 
and 174 /lm; however, it was not possible to differentiate between individual SWNTs 
and small bundles using this method [16]. 
Theoretically, the bending stiffness of SWNTs has been calculated based on a 
continuum model for a hollow cylinder of radius R as /'i, = 7rCR3 ; the in-plane 
stiffness C '" 345J 1m2 was determined by measuring the elastic energy under axial 
strain using MD simulations of a plane graphene sheet [17,18]. This model suggests 
that bending stiffness, and hence persistence length should depend on the SWNT 
diameter; however, there is no experimental evidence of such relationship. 
Using fluorescence microscopy to measure directly the shape fluctuations of indi-
vidual filaments is a powerful tool to study the mechanical behavior of one-dimensional 
nano-objects; variations of this technique have been used to measure the bending stiff-
ness of biopolymers such as actin and microtubules [19-22]. Here we use fluorescence 
video-microscopy in the near-infrared region to image directly SWNTs undergoing 
Brownian motion in a quasi-two-dimensional chamber. 
2.2 Materials 
SWNTs with diameters between 0.7 and 1.2 nm were obtained from HiPco reac-
tor (batches no. 125.2, 161.1, 162.5). Dilute aqueous suspensions of SWNTs (1-10 
ng/mL) in SDBS (sodium dodecylbenzenesulfonate, 1 % wt) were prepared by mild 
ultra-sonication (7 W, 5-6 s) to minimize SWNT breaking. Suspended SWNTs were 
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imaged [6,23] in a quasi-two-dimensional chamber '" 1.0 ± 0.5 J.Lm thick made by 
sandwiching'" 0.7 J.LL of sample (1.0 J.LL for samples with higher viscosity) between a 
microscope slide and coverslip. The sample was sealed with vacuum grease to prevent 
convective flow due to evaporation. Enough time was allowed between sealing of the 
sample and image acquisition to ensure the cessation of any convective flow induced 
during sample preparation. All experiments were performed at room temperature. 
To slow down the SWNT dynamics for bending-mode relaxation analysis, the 
sample viscosity was increased by adding a mixture of 60/40 sucrose and glucose 
solution (40 total sugar by mass) and 1 % wt SDBS to the SWNT suspension (1 J.LL 
of SWNTs suspension to 10 J.LL of viscous solution) to yield a final viscosity of '" 13 
mPas. 
2.3 Experimental setup 
The use of intrinsic fluorescence provides three benefits. First, because nanotubes 
are imaged using their own characteristic emission rather than that of an added 
fluorophore, all observed objects are confidently identified as SWNTs. Second, ag-
gregation of SWNTs into bundles strongly quenches the emission, so there is good 
discrimination against nanotube bundles. Finally, the wavelength of a nanotube's 
near-infrared fluorescence is characteristic of its exact transverse structure [5], so 
spectral analysis reveals individual SWNT diameters. 
2.3.1 Microscopy 
NIR-fluorescence microscopy offers the advantages of image acquisition and parallel 
spectra detection for individually suspended semiconducting SWNTs [6]. The sample, 
mounted on a translational stage of a Nikon TE-2000 inverted microscope, is excited 
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with a 660 nm or 785 nm external diode laser. The laser beam is passed through 
a polarization cube and a quarter wave-plate to achieve circularly polarized light. * 
The beam is then focused on the sample through an aspheric lens t The emission is 
collected with a Nikon lOOx oil-immersion objective (N.A. 1.4). The collected light 
consists of both excitation and emission wavelengths. A dichroic beam splitter in 
series with a dielectric long-pass filter (cut wavelength of 946 or 1125 nm) blocks the 
excitation wavelengths. An Indigo Alpha NIR InGaAs camera (320 x 256 pixels) 
acquires frames with 10-50 ms exposure times. The camera is sensitive from 900 to 
1600 nm. The depth of focus for the system is about 0.5 /-Lm. Figure 2.1 shows the 
thermal undulations of a SWNT visualized by this technique. 
Diffraction limits the resolution of SWNT dimensions in the radial direction. The 
estimated resolution of this system is approximately 1 /-Lm. 
2.3.2 Spectroscopy 
The spatially resolved emission spectra of the SWNTs are collected with a J-Y C140 
spectrograph with a cryogenically cooled 512-element InGaAs array at its focal plane. 
The spectrograph is connected to a second output port of the microscope. The 
spectrum of the nanotube is acquired by moving it to a specific region in observation 
field, focusing the beam with the aspheric lens on that region and switching to the 
spectrograph port. The spectra is averaged over 10 exposures of 20 s (figure 2.2). 
During the experiments, we found some tubes with emission peaks that were 
shifted considerably and some unassigned tubes. For the purpose of our measurements 
*The excitation beam's polarization axis can be changed by rotation of a half-wave retardation 
plate. 
t Aspheric lens (f=18.4mm) changes the size of the illumination area. 
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Figure 2.1 : Representative near-infrared (false colored) fluorescence images of the 
same SWNT in liquid suspension illustrating Brownian bending deformations (Scale 
bar, 2/Lm) 
we did not use these nanotubes and the maximum shift acceptable in assigning a 
nanotube was 2 nm. 
2.4 Data acquisition 
For each SWNT, a movie of 1000 frames were recorded with exposure times 10-50 ms. 
After image acquisition the spectrum of that nanotube was acquired. The spectra is 
averaged over 10 exposures of 20 s. The (n,m) assignment of the SWNT is deduced 
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Figure 2.2 : Individual SWNT emission spectrum with peak at 1323 nm implying a 
(9,7) structure, with a diameter of 1.09 nm 
from the single peak spectrum and the diameter (nm) was calculated: 
d = 1.42J3(m2 + mn + n2 ) 
7r 
(2.1) 
The shallow cell depth limits the SWNTs movements to only two dimension. 25°C 
is the assumed temperature throughout the experiment. 
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2.5 Image analysis 
2.5.1 Image digitization 
The images were processed by a custom software written in Matlab. In order to 
get the backbone of the nanotube in each image, first the standard image processing 
technique Skeletonization in Matlab were used. However because of the resolution 
limitation of NIR microscopy the deflection to pixelation error were high and a lot of 
information (bending and deflection) would be discarded. To overcome this problem 
a custom technique has been developed. The average and standard deviations of 
the intensity of each image were computed. Linear combinations of the average and 
the standard deviation is used to threshold the SWNT from the background. The 
position of each SWNT in its frame is recognized (the cosine of the angle with x-
axis). Knowing the position, the coordinates of the backbone of the SWNTs were 
determined with an intensity-weighted center-of-mass method: A two-dimensional 
fixed area kernel moved along the contour of the nanotube in the original image with 
a one-pixel step size. By measuring the center of intensity for each position of the 
kernel, the real-space coordinates of that point on the backbone were extracted to 
obtain a full set of SWNT backbone coordinates (Xi,Yi)) (figure 2.3). 
2.5.2 Shape analysis 
The bending rigidity (persistence length) of each individual SWNT can be determined 
from the amplitude of the shape fluctuations [20,24]. 
Following the procedure developed by Gittes et al. [20], the shape (tangent an-
gle) of the nanotube (0 (Si) = tan-1 (~:!~=~:)) was calculated from the backbone 
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(b) Backbone 
Figure 2.3 : Fluorescence image of the nanotube and corresponding coordinates 
coordinates and decomposed into Fourier modes: 
(2.2) 
where n is the mode number, an the mode amplitude, and L the SWNT contour 
length. The amplitude of each mode was extracted by taking the Fourier inverse of 
this equation: 
{2 rL (n7rs) 
an=YLJo dsB(s)cos L (2.3) 
In the absence of external forces, equipartition theorem dictates that the vari-
ance of the amplitude of the bending modes is inversely proportional to the bending 
rigidity: 
var(an ) = ~ -k T ( L)2 
"" n7r 
(2.4) 
where the angular brackets denote ensemble average or average over time, since the 
system is ergodic. 
The random noise due to limited resolution and thus error in SWNTs localization 
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follows the equation: 
(a~rOi8e = 1 €2 [1 + (N - 1) sin2 (;;)] (2.5) 
where € is the RMS error of SWNTs backbone localization. 
The outline of the developed code is as follows: 
• Using the N + 1 digitized points, we derive the length and tangent angles for 
the N segments: 
6.si = [(Xi+1 - Xi?) + (Yi+l - Yi)2)P/2 
Ui = tan-1[(Yi+1 - Yi)/(Xi+1 - Xi)] 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
• The inverse Fourier transform is computed using the approximation (for n = 1 
to N + 1): 
(2.8) 
• The variance of the each mode amplitude (n) over all frames is computed: 
1 (L)2 
var (an) = Lp mr (2.9) 
2.5.3 Dynamics analysis 
The cosine modes are not exactly normal modes for the dynamics of semiflexible 
filaments with free ends [19,25]' yet their dynamics is well-approximated by single-
exponential relaxation, and the relaxation times can be extracted from the auto cor-
relation of mode amplitudes: 
-.M (an (t + ~t) . an (t)) = Ian (t) an (t) le~ (2.10) 
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It can be shown that the mode relaxation times Tn are given by [20,26]: 
(2.11) 
Here q = (n + ~) 7r I L and the hydrodynamic friction coefficient 'Y for a rod of length 
L and diameter d confined in a gap comparable to L can be approximated as twice 
the bulk friction coefficient, 'Y ~ 47rrJIln (Lid) where rJ is the bulk viscosity [27]. 
2.6 Results 
We analyzed 34 nanotubes with diameters between 0.7 to 1.2 nm. Measurements 
were restricted to nanotubes with length greater than 3 Mm to minimize the effects 
of pixilation and diffraction. We used only SWNTs which showed identical emission 
profiles in different sections of their backbone, indicating the absence of significant 
structural defects (e.g.,chirality switch) or bundling with other nanotubes. In a typical 
analysis, 1000 images of a SWNT were acquired. The backbone coordinates of the 
SWNTs were obtained with sub-pixel accuracy by intensity weighting. Following 
the procedure by Gittes et al. (see(2.5)), the shape of the SWNT in each image 
was expressed as a sum of cosine modes which form an orthogonal basis, and the 
amplitude of these bending modes were extracted by projecting the image shape onto 
the cosine modes themselves. 
Figure 2.4 shows the variance of the amplitude of each of the bending modes 
against the mode number. The measured mean is essentially zero, showing that 
these SWNT have no static curvature. The longer wavelength modes (low n) show 
the expected n-2 dependence of amplitude vs. mode number, indicating that the 
measured variance is due to thermal fluctuations; the n-2 dependence breaks down 
at higher modes (typically n > 5) because of the effect of pixilation and diffraction, 
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the estimated variance contributed by experimental noise is shown by blue triangles 
and black continuous line which follows equation (2.5). 
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Figure 2.4 : Variance (in J1 m) of the amplitude of the bending modes for the (9,7) 
nanotube vs. mode number 
The analysis of mode amplitudes provides a test of internal consistency: for ex-
ample, any local structural defect in nanotube structure should yield a locally lower 
stiffness, which would increase the amplitudes of specific modes, breaking the n - 2 de-
cay law; we observe no anomalies in the plots of mode amplitude vs. mode number, 
which suggests the absence of significant mechanical defects in the studied nanotubes. 
Figure 2.5 shows how SWNT persistence length (or bending stiffness) depends 
on SWNT diameter. The measured values of range from 26 J1m to 138 /-Lm. The 
measured bending stiffness scales with the cube of diameter, as predicted by the 
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elastic continuum model [17], K, = 7rC R3 , with best fit C = 678 ± 22 Jim 2 for 
the in-plane stiffness. However, the theoretical continuum model underestimates the 
experimental data by approximately a factor of two [17]. 
When electrostatic repulsions between the charges along the filament in aqueous 
solutions are not screened, they will tend to make the local rigidity larger. The total 
persistence length L~harged would represent the effective rigidity of the filament as the 
sum of two contributions: the intrinsic persistence length Lp of the corresponding 
uncharged filament and the electrostatic persistence length Lelectrostatic, which would 
depend on the screening, i.e., on ionic strength due to external charges: 
L charged L + L p = p electrostatic (2.12) 
In the Odijk-Skonick-Fixman (hereafter called OSF) theories [28,29]' the charged 
filament is described by a semifiexible chain near the rod limit having N charged 
monomers separated by a distance A along its contour. The electrostatic interaction 
between the charged segments is assumed to be given by the Debye-Huckel potential, 
v (r) = lBe-lDr Ir. The strength of the interaction is measured in terms of the Bjerrum 
length lB = e2/47r€kBT where e is the charge per segment, and € is the dielectric 
constant of the solvent. The Debye screening length, lD' is the distance beyond which 
the electrostatic interaction is screened. It depends on the total concentration, n, of 
the counterions (assumed to be monovalent) and any added electrolytes through the 
relation lI} = 47rlBn. OSF calculated the increase in free energy due to electrostatic 
interaction and elastic bending energy for a slightly bent configuration with reference 
to a rodlike configuration. This was used to analyze the effect of the charges on 
the chain stiffness, leading naturally to the concept of the electrostatic persistence 
length. Following Odijk, the configuration of the filament is described by the unit 
tangent vector U (8) = ~~. If the chain is near the rod limit, only those paths which 
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minimize the elastic free energy paths, i.e. paths for which the angle 0 defined by 
cos (0 (s)) = u (s).u (0) varies linearly with s, contribute significantly to the partition 
function. The electrostatic contribution to the chain stiffness due to the departure 
from the rod limit allows for the calculation of lelectrostatic , which in the limit of 
lI} L > > 1 is given by: 
lBlb _ 
lelectrostatic = 4A2 = lOSF (2.13) 
In our experiments the Debye screening length is about 1. 7 nm and Bjerrum length is 
0.7 nm. A the distance between charges depends on the surface coverage of surfactant 
on nanotubes. Assuming A = 1.848 nm as lower bound for A (length of the C-C chain 
in SDBS), the upperbound for lelectrostatic will be very small and thus we rules out any 
stiffening effect from the ionic surfactant that coats the nanotubes. 
The persistence length measurements normalized by the diameter cubed are plot-
ted against length (figure 2.6(a)), show no statistically significant correlation between 
persistence length and SWNT length (correlation coefficient", 0.022), as one would 
expect in such systems. There is also no apparent correlation between persistence 
length and SWNT chirality (figure 2.6(b)). 
Fourier modes provide a basis that captures well the instantaneous as well as 
dynamical SWNT shape. The relaxation times of the SWNTs can be extracted from 
the exponential decay of the autocorrelation of the amplitude of the Fourier modes, as 
described in the methods section. Long exposure times relative to the relaxation time 
can blur the filament motion and depress the apparent shape fluctuations, thereby 
hampering the interpretation of filament dynamics. To minimize this source of error, 
the dynamics of nanotubes were slowed down by raising the solvent viscosity with a 
mixture of sucrose and glucose. 
Figure 2.7 shows the decay of the autocorrelation of typical SWNT shapes (first 
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and second mode), which essentially decay as single exponential [19]; data acquired 
with different exposure times overlap, indicating that the image acquisition rate is 
sufficiently fast to capture the dynamics. Because all other parameters (fluid viscosity, 
temperature, and SWNT length) are known independently, the persistence length 
of each SWNT can be extracted from the dynamic data by using the theoretical 
relationship [25,26,30] between persistence length and bending relaxation times Lp ~ 
r / Tn k B T ( (n + 1/2) 7r / L) 4 , , where r is the friction coefficient and Tn is the relaxation 
time of mode n . Persistence length values extracted from the relaxation times of 
the first bending mode of four SWNTs are in excellent agreement with equilibrium 
measurement (figure 2.8). Such agreement is remarkable, considering the simplified 
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Figure 2.7: Shape autocorrelation data for the first bending mode (circles) and 
second bending mode (triangles) of a nanotube as calculated from image sequences 
with exposure times of 10, 20, and 50 ms (blue, green, and red, respectively). Solid 
lines of the same color show corresponding exponential decay best fits 
nature of the semiflexible chain model. 
2.7 Discussion 
In summary, we have studied the Brownian bending dynamics of diameter-resolved 
SWNTs in ordinary aqueous surfactant suspensions. The measured persistence lengths 
range from 26 /-Lm to 138 /-Lm for SWNTs of diameter from 0.77 to 1.15 nm. Persis-
tence length is found to scale with the cube of diameter, as expected from an elastic 
continuum model [17], but the deduced nanotube stiffness significantly exceeds a the-
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Figure 2.8 : Persistence length comparisons for five nanotubes as determined by using 
equilibrium bending analysis (red circles) and bending mode relaxation analysis (blue 
triangles) of the first bending mode for exposure times of 10, 20 and 50 ms 
oretically predicted value. Smaller values of persistence length reported in previous 
studies might reflect the presence of other forces in addition to Brownian ones, such as 
the intertube van der Waals attractions that control the structure of buckypaper [18]. 
The persistence length of a SWNT within our diameter range is comparable to that 
of actin filaments ( I"'..J 17 /-Lm) but somewhat shorter than that of microtubules (on 
the order of millimeters) because the higher elastic modulus of the SWNTs is coun-
terbalanced by larger diameters of actin (I"'..J 7 nm) and microtubules (I"'..J 25 nm). 
Interestingly, based on the scaling of persistence length with CNT diameter, 
SWNTs should be several orders of magnitude less stiff than their multi-walled coun-
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terparts [18] (MWNTs, diameter 10-50 nm). The ultimate mesoscopic and macro-
scopic properties of functional materials such as fibers are dictated by the behavior 
of the constituent single molecules [18,31]. Understanding the relationship between 
single molecule mechanics and the collective properties of their macromolecular as-
semblies has implications for the rational design of carbon nanotube based functional 
materials [31,32]. We have shown that even small changes in diameter affect signifi-
cantly the stiffness of SWNTs. This result implies that larger diameter SWNTs could 
yield stiffer fibers of low density, the density of SWNTs scales inversely with their 
diameter. Interestingly, recent experimental results show that large-diameter single 
and double-walled carbon nanotubes yield fibers with the best mechanical properties 
achieved so far [32,33]' although there are limitations, because excessively large few-
walled carbon nanotubes are prone to buckle radially into flattened ribbons [34,35]. 
Because stiffness is an important property in biological systems, the diameter-
dependent rigidity of SWNTs should also be considered as potentially important 
variable in studies of interactions of carbon nanotubes with cells. 
When only Brownian forces are present, we observe that relatively short SWNTs 
(below rv 3 /-lm) behave as rigid rods in ambient fluid suspension and show transla-
tional and rotational diffusion but essentially no shape fluctuations [16,36]. We find 
that the thermal shape fluctuations of longer SWNTs accurately follow the semiflex-
ible filament model. Therefore, existing models for semiflexible networks should be 
applicable to the viscoelastic properties of concentrated SWNT suspensions [37], pos-
sibly by constructing model networks with tunable stiffness by using diameter-sorted 
SWNT samples [38]. In addition, the varying persistence lengths within the family of 
SWNT structures could be exploited to develop rod-like nano and microscale probes 
for microrheological studies of complex fluids and biological systems and to tailor 
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nanotube mobility in confined environments such as living cells and tissues [39]. :j: 
tWe will discuss this in the next chapter 
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Chapter 3 
Orientational dynamics of SWNTs in a network 
The motion of stiff objects in crowded environments has been investigated actively 
for more than three decades in polymer science and biophysics; yet, theory and ex-
periments have not established whether slight flexibility affects the mobility of stiff 
slender filaments. Single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) are such thin filaments 
with tunable bending stiffness. We study the Brownian motion of individual SWNTs 
in agarose gel by infrared video microscopy. We find that SWNTs reptate in the 
network, and that their small flexibility enhances significantly their rotational in ac-
cord with Odijk's theory and in contrast with Doi's model of mobility of nearly rigid 
rods. This study establishes definitively the reptation dynamics of stiff threads and 
provides a framework to tailor SWNTs mobility in confined environments. 
3.1 Introduction 
Consider a tiny, slender filament (a snake, -), randomly wiggling through a maze. 
This was the "Eureka! "moment in polymer physics that yielded an intuitive approach 
to an almost intractable problem. In their seminal work, de Gennes, Edwards and 
Doi [40-42] modeled the effect of confinement on polymer dynamics by introducing 
the concept of preferential motion along the filaments axis, known as reptation. In this 
picture filaments snake through topological constraints of the surrounding network 
and their thermal undulations are confined to tube-like cages [40,42]. 
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Rod-like molecules are normally classified as flexible, semiflexible, or stiff depend-
ing on how effectively Brownian motion randomizes their shape. On a macroscopic 
level, reptation theory and virtual tube model have been successful in describing many 
collective properties of entangled polymer solutions and melts, in the limit of flexible 
(L » Lp) [43] and semiflexible (L '" Lp) [44] polymers. At a single molecule level, the 
reptation motion of flexible polymers has been imaged directly by using fluorescently 
labeled DNA and is well established [2]. Reptation of semiflexible polymers has been 
imaged using fluorescently labeled actin as the model system, but only the confining 
tube been observed experimentally [45]. 
The limit of stiff polymers (L < Lp) , however, remains unexplored. Fundamental 
understanding of dynamics of confined stiff filaments is key to unlocking important 
questions in polymer dynamics, biophysics, and nanotechnology, e.g., the behavior of 
cell cytoskeleton and the motion of carbon nanotubes in cells and porous media. 
Theoretically, the effect of confinement on dynamics of rod-like polymers was first 
described by Doi's cage model [46]. This model assumes that each rod is confined by 
collisions with a small number of surrounding rods and some small fixed number of 
confining rods is required to form a cage around a randomly chosen test rod. The 
average position for each of these confining rods passes with a distance of order of 
the cage diameter (~) from the center of the cage of test rod. Requiring that a 
fixed number of randomly distributed rods pierce a cylindrical cage of length Land 
diameter ~ yields a scaling relation: 
~ 1 
- "'-L CL3 (3.1) 
where c is the number density of rods. The cage is transient and has a lifetime of the 
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order of time: 
(3.2) 
required for the test rod to diffuse a length L (DII is the longitudinal diffusivity). 
According to Doi's model, longitudinal diffusion is unaffected by confinement and 
DII retain its dilute value (D~) in dilute solution; however, the transverse diffusion is 
completely suppressed, D.l = O. Considering slender-body hydrodynamics( DII / D.l ~ 
2), the total self diffusion constant of a rod in confinement is given by: 
1 2 1 0 D = - DII + - D.l ~ - D 
8 3 3 2 8 (3.3) 
where D~ is the total self-diffusivity of a rigid rod in dilute solution. 
To describe rotational diffusion, each rod is assumed to rotate a random angle of 
order 8() '" f,,/ L over the time Trep '" L2 / DII required to escape its cage. This results 
in a rotational diffusivity: 
(3.4) 
It is clear that the mechanism of rotational diffusion of a rod in confinement relies 
upon longitudinal diffusion. 
The motion of stiff filaments have been studied for many years. Bulk experi-
ments such as birefringent techniques and depolarized dynamics light scattering of 
semiflexible rod-like polymers as well as simulations of rigid rods have been used to 
determine diffusion coefficients [47-49]. However, considerable deviations between 
both macroscopic experimental measurements, simulations and Doi's theoretical cal-
culations have led to the need for modifications of the original theory by taking into 
account the effect of simplifying assumptions such as cage escape mechanisms [50,51]' 
finite rod diameter [52] and rod flexibility effects [39]. 
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Doi's model describes an entangled system of infinitely thin and not crossable rigid 
rods. However, excluded volume can effect the rod dynamics. Edwards and Evans [53] 
argued that when rotational diffusion becomes sufficiently reduced, the longitudinal 
motion of the rod can also be reduced due to collisions with the neighboring rods 
which in return further slows down the rotational diffusion. 
Sato and Teramoto [54], introduced the concept of "fuzzy cylinder" to take into 
account both the effect of excluded volume as well as finite flexibility. In their model, 
any excluded volume interactions will cause a decrease in longitudinal diffusivity (DII) 
which in return causes an increase in the caging time and hence Dr. To take into 
account the effect of flexibility, they replaced the diameter of the rod by a larger 
effective diameter of a "fuzzy cylinder" of the order of the filaments equilibrium 
transverse thermal bending fluctuations (L3/ 2 / L~/2) which according to their model 
will cause a decrease in longitudinal diffusivity and hence a decrease in Dr. 
Odijk considered the effect of finite flexibility of rods on the predicted confinement 
of long, thin rodlike polymers. In Odijk's ansatz [39], the tubelike cages would only 
suppress the thermal undulations longer than a wavelength, A ,namely deflection 
length. While the contour length, L , and the persistence length, Lp , describe the 
properties of the single polymer and the pore size, e , is the characteristic length 
scale of the confining network, Odijk's deflection length, A , captures the interaction 
between both and is defined as (see figure 3.1): 
(3.5) 
Over the contour length range e < L < A < Lp , the stiff filament behaves effectively 
as a rigid rod. The rotational diffusion coefficient is determined by reptation-rotation 
of the rod and decreases by decreasing the size of the cages, ~, or by increasing 
the contour length of the rod. In this regime Doi's rigid rod theory is recovered. 
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Figure 3.1 : Schematic of a stiff thread in a fixed network (L is the length of the 
thread, A is the deflection length and ~ is the pore size of the network 
However, the effect of flexibility is large when the filament's contour length lies in the 
range ~ < A < L < Lp . The fingering of segments as large as the deflection length 
assists in tube remodeling and relieves the constraint on the rod's rotation with 
translation through its contour length. This leads to faster rotational diffusivities 
with considerably less length- and no pore size- dependence. In summary, by taking 
into account finite flexibility, for rotational diffusion of a rod in confinement two 
regimes exist (see figure 3.2): 
kBT .e. 
T} L5 
kBT 1 
-T}- L2Lp 
~<L<A<Lp 
~ < A < L < Lp 
(3.6) 
where rJ is the solvent viscosity. Clearly there is a remarkable difference in length and 
pore size dependence in the respective regions. 
To summarize, Doi [46] predicted that rotational diffusion is independent of stiff-
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Figure 3.2 : Master plot comparing Doi and Odijk diffusivities 
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ness, while Odijk [39] concluded that such diffusion should be enhanced by flexibility 
and Sato [54] concluded the opposite. Macroscopic experiments that study the role 
of flexibility or finite diameter are sparse. Experiments on diffusion of short DNAs 
in polyacrylamide gels of different concentration have been successful in capturing 
Odijk's predicted scaling of rotational diffusion length dependence but failed to show 
the pore size independent diffusivities in this theory [55]. Also macroscopic mea-
surements suffer from complicating effects due to polydispersity, aggregation, and 
attractive forces as well as strong coupling between translational and rotational dif-
fusivities, which make the interpretation of the results very difficult. 
At the single molecule level, the orientational dynamic behavior of stiff filaments, 
affected by chain flexibility, has never been reported or tested before. It represents a 
great challenge due to lack of a well-characterized optically anisotropic stiff filament 
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model system that can capture the L < Lp regime. 
SWNTs are high aspect ratio rolled sheets of graphene that can be classified as 
polymers [16,56]. SWNTs have diameters of 0.7-1.2 nm, lengths of few microns and 
persistence lengths of about 20-100 J.lm depending on their diameter [57], yielding 
thermal fluctuations that can be observed by optical NIR fluorescence microscopy. 
As such they are experimentally ideal model systems for stiff polymers in the regime 
where L < Lp and can address important open problems in polymer physics by 
bridging the gap between the theory and single molecule experiments. 
Here, we show direct evidence of individual SWNTs reptating in a fixed network 
by near infrared fluorescence microscopy [6]. We verify that even slight flexibility 
in stiff filaments has a marked effect on orientational dynamics of the filament. We 
address some of the open questions: 
• How does filament flexibility affect rotational diffusivity? Does rotational dif-
fusivity increase with flexibilty as realized by Odijk, leading to a pore size 
independent rotational diffusion coefficient as well as a marked difference in 
rotational diffusion length dependence? 
• How does filament flexibility affect the longitudinal diffusivity of stiff filaments? 
We will also discuss other question whether the crossover between Doi's model and 
Odijk's model the signature of the crossover between loosely entangled and tightly 
entangled concentration regime? 
3.2 Experiments 
3.2.1 S~~1rs 
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SWNTs with diameter between 0.7 and 1.2 nm were obtained from Rice University 
HiPco reactor (batches 162.8 and 189.2 without purification). Dilute ("-' 1 ppm) 
aqueous suspensions of SWNTs in 1 wt% sodium deoxycholate surfactant (DOC, 
Sigma) were prepared by mild tip ultrasonication (7 W, 10 s, Microson, Misonix) to 
minimize SWNTs breaking. 
3.2.2 Porous medium: Agarose gel characterization 
Agarose gel structure 
Polysaccharide gels occur in many biological systems. Gel formation is generally 
associated with transformation of disordered biopolymers to a partly ordered state, 
a change sometimes referred to as a random coil-to-helix transition. Agarose has 
an alternating backbone consisting predominantly of 3-linked ,8-D-galactopyranose 
and 4-linked 3,6-anhydro a-L-galactopyranose residues. It forms firm, slightly turbid 
gels on heating> 0.2 wt % aqueous dispersions of the polymer to above 90°C and 
then cooling to about 30°C. Remelting requires temperatures in excess of 80°C, in 
other words, there is marked thermal hysteresis. On heating to above the helix-
coil transition, the chains disorder, that is to say double helix melt. On recooling 
the individual chains partly revert to the native double helix forms and the sharing 
of helices between different polymer chains produces the physical cross-links. Each 
chain can share portions of ordered helical structure with at least two other chains-an 
essentially condition for branching and subsequent gel formation. [58] 
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Theory 
Strong and weak gels can be classified based on their mechanical spectra. The typ-
ical strong gel spectrum, over the frequency range of 10-2 to 102 rad/s, consists of 
two nearly horizontal straight lines. G' is typically 1-2 orders of magnitude greater 
than Gil. Quite often the dynamic analysis of strong gels is restricted to the elastic 
component G' justified by the relative values of G' and G'. Strong gels behavior can 
be summarized as following: G' is always much greater than Gil and there is a slight 
frequency to zero dependence over a wide of frequencies. If this behavior is extended 
to zero frequency then the system will exhibit an equilibrium or static shear modulus, 
Ge , which is a characteristic of viscoelastic solid like networks. [58,59] 
Rubber Elasticity theory Invoking the theory of rubber elasticity, one con-
siders a polymer chain in a crosslinked network as an entropic spring. When the chain 
is stretched, the entropy is reduced by a large margin because there are fewer con-
formations available. Therefore, there is a restoring force, which causes the polymer 
chain to return to its equilibrium or unstretched state, such as a high entropy random 
coil configuration, once the external force is removed. This is the reason why rubber 
bands return to their original state. [60] 
The equilibrium stress-stretch behavior of elastomeric materials can be captured 
by statistical mechanics treatments of rubber elasticity. [60] 
A common idealization of a lightly crosslinked rubber is a network of tetrafunc-
tional connectivity in which four strands radiate from each crosslink; the strands are 
of equal length; dangling molecular ends are negligible; and the deformations are 
affine i.e. the crosslinks move in an affine manner. The classical rubber elasticity 
theory [59] specifies for this case that the equilibrium shear modulus in infinitesimal 
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deformations is given by: 
~ Ge = 9 Ev*RT (3.7) 
r5 
where v* is the moles of network strand per em3 and 9 is a numerical factor close 
to 1. The ratio r~/r5, where r~ is the end-to-end distance of a strand and r5 is 
the mean square end-to-end distance which strand of the same length would assume 
if not constrained by cross-links, is assumed to be close to 1 at temperature and 
concentration the network was formed and at all temperatures. [61,62] 
Experiments 
Rheological measurements completely describe the mechanical response of a material 
on a macroscopic scale. Complex, viscoelastic materials display properties of both 
solids and liquids and can be fully characterized by their frequency-dependent complex 
shear modulus. Large structures found in many complex materials have the ability to 
constrain small particles or macromolecules. At length scales where the constraining 
effects of these structures become important, the microscopic response is no longer 
connected to the bulk response by simple scaling laws, and direct local measurements 
are essential. A combination of local and bulk measurements can best describe the 
response of such complex materials. [63] 
Sample preparation The agarose used in our experiments is MP, LM Agarose 
from Roche. The agarose powder is dissolved in DI water (0.5, 1, 2 % w /w ) and 
heated up to about 900 C. Then the solution is cooled down to below 30 0 C. For 
rheology measurements, the gel is casted in Petri dish (the gel thickness acquired is 
about 1 mm) and then molded out in 25 mm or 40 mm diameter discs. 
Instruments Rheological experiments are performed using AR2000 (Stress-controlled 
rheometer) and ARES (Strain-controlled rheometer), equipped with parallel-plate ge-
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ometry (25 mm-diameter upper stainless steel plate for AR2000 and 40 mm-diameter 
upper and lower plate for ARES). Samples are allowed to thermally equilibrate for 
several minutes after loading, and a solvent trap, saturated with DI water, is used to 
minimize evaporation during the course of each experiment. 
Measurements: Linear viscoelastic characterization 
• Dynamic Strain Sweep Test In order to find the critical strain for linear 
viscoelasticity, elastic and loss moduli (G' and Gil) are measured against os-
cillatory strain deformation from 0.1 to 50 at three different radial frequencies 
(0.1, 1 and 10 rad/s). Figure 3.3 shows the log-log plot of elastic modulus as a 
function of strain for a sample of 0.5 wt % agarose concentration at three dif-
ferent frequencies (0.1, 1 and 10 rad/s). From it is evident the data the linear 
viscoelastic strain extends to 0.15 (0.2) . 
• Dynamic Frequency Sweep Test Using the strain value from linear vis-
coelastic region established from dynamic strain sweep test, G' and Gil are 
measured from w=100 to 0.01 rad/s. For each gel concentration the experi-
ments are performed first at low number of points per decade and then large 
number of points per decade to rule out any aging phenomena during measure-
ments. This gives the mechanical spectrum of the gel (the log-log plot of G' 
and Gil vs. w). Figure 3.4 shows the mechanical spectra of different concen-
trations of agarose using ARES (3.4(a)) and AR2000 (3.4(b)) rheometers. For 
strong gels such as agarose, G' > Gil (not shown) and both moduli are largely 
independent of frequency. As evident by the plots this behavior extends to very 
low frequencies. By extrapolating the data from the frequency dependent of the 
elastic modulus to very low frequencies, we can obtain the equilibrium elastic 
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Figure 3.3 : strain sweep test (agarose 1 % w / w) 
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modulus (Ge ) for the gels. The concentration dependence of this modulus takes 
a characteristic form that will be discussed later. 
Results 
Analysis of concentration effects on plateau elastic modulus Plateau 
elastic modulus can be obtained from dynamic data (as described) in order to deter-
mine its concentration dependence. Strong gels can be easily investigated since G' 
is almost frequency independent and can be therefore approximated to the plateau 
or equilibrium elastic modulus [59]. For physical gels, the rubber elasticity theory 
predicts that Ge is proportional to c2 [59]. Figure 3.5 shows the concentration depen-
dence of Ge , which is proportional to C2.2 . The difference in the exponent (2.2 vs. 2) 
can be explained as follows: biophysical gels differ from physical gels in the sense that 
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formation of biogels such as agarose gel is associated with the formation of extended 
junction zones rather than point covalent crosslinks and these extended junctions 
are somewhat transient in nature. Thus there is equilibrium between the making 
and breaking of junctions with cert ain degree of reversibility. de Gennes [64,65] has 
predicted a limiting behavior G e ex: C2.25 by noting the parallel between the osmotic 
pressure of semidilute polymer solutions and the modulus of gels. This relationship 
fits our data better which could be interpreted as an extra contribution from the 
presence of network defects such as trapped entanglements or lateral association of 
multiple helices and the dynamic nature of the crosslinks. 
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Figure 3.5 : Concentration dependence of plateau elastic modulus 
Gel pore size as a function of concentration Knowing the equilibrium elas-
tic modulus of gels, an effective gel pore size can be calculated from rubber elasticity 
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theory [59,60]: 
(3.8) 
where v is the number concentration of crosslinks and NA is the Avogadro's number. 
The effective pore size ~ is given by v-1/3: 
( GN)-1/3 ~= ~ RT (3.9) 
All pore size values calculated from rubber elasticity theory are plotted as a func-
tion of the gel concentration in figure 3.6 We find power law dependence of ~ oc c'Y 
where I' is 0.74, in excellent agreement with the value predicted by de Gennes [66] 
for a network of flexible chains from scaling arguments, I' = 3/4. 
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Figure 3.6 : Concentration dependence of pore sizes 
However, We measure the pore sizes to be very small. This indicates that while 
agarose does contain large elastic structures that span the sample and bear stress 
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macroscopically, at short length scales, these structures do not form a homogeneous 
elastic continuum; instead, agarose is characterized by many smaller voids, or pores 
through which smaller particles may move. [63] 
Conclusion 
With rheological measurements we have characterized concentration dependence of 
equilibrium elastic modulus and pore sizes of agarose gel. From the relationship be-
tween pore size and elastic modulus given by rubber elasticity theory, ~ ex: (Ge )-1/3, 
we determined the pore size dependence for different concentration of the gels as 
~ ex: C-O.74 , in agreement with the value predicted by de Gennes for a network of 
flexible chains from scaling arguments. In agarose, large fibrous polymers form het-
erogeneous elastic structures that bear macroscopic stress but allow the motion of 
particles in confined pores. It has been shown previously [63] that despite the sig-
nificant differences between macroscopic rheological properties and the microscopic 
environment explored by small particles, the variation within local microenvironments 
is quite small, of order 20%. In our pore size measurements we have scaled our pore 
sizes accordingly so even if the value of pore sizes are not accurate, the scaling is the 
same. 
3.2.3 Microscopy samples 
Agarose 
Purified agarose (Multi Purpose, Roche) was used without further purification. Agarose 
gels were prepared by adding the 1 mL of DOC surfactant solution (1 wt %, pH = 
7.0) to 0.05 g of agarose powder (5 wt % agarose gel concentration) in a sealed glass 
vial; the vial was then heated to about 90°C in a water bath until complete dissolu-
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tion of the polymer. Solutions were covered and kept at 80°C at above gelation point 
for further steps. If necessary drops of hot water were added to keep the polymer 
fraction constant. 
In a typical experiment, a few J.lL of SWNT solution were added to few 100 J.lL 
hot clear solution of agarose and were mixed together very well using vortex mixer 
to get the final agarose concentration of 0.5-2.5 wt%. 
5-10J.lL of the solution was sandwiched between a heated #1.5 coverslip and micro-
scope slide. The cell was sealed using vacuum grease and cooled to room temperature 
(which is below the gelling temperature of 37°C) and thus triggering the gelation of 
the agarose. It is important to note that SWNT /DOC does not interact with agarose 
gel [67]. 
Experimental setup 
N anotubes were excited by either a frequency doubled YAG laser, a tunable dye laser 
(rhodamine) or a tunable Ti:Sa laser depending on the chirality of the SWNTs to 
be resonantly excited at their second order transition( cite). The beams were focused 
into the back aperture of a high NA objective (100x or 60x, Numerical Aperture 1.4), 
with excitation intensities between 0.1-10 kWcm2 of circularly polarized light. The 
fluorescence was collected with the same objective and imaged on a low noise Si-CCD 
camera (Micromax, Roper Scientific) or NIR InGaAs camera (Xenics) depending on 
the chirality of the nanotubes under study, to produce wide-field images of individual 
nanotubes. The emission spectrum of SWNTs was collected by a cryogenically cooled 
1D InGaAs detector (OMA V, Roper Scientific) placed at the output of a spectrom-
eter; We confirmed that at these irradiation levels there were no noticeable effects on 
the SWNT dynamics [68]. Images of SWNT dynamics were recorded at 30 frames 
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per second. 
Image analysis 
From the image analysis we obtained data sets consisting of SWNTs center of mass 
position in the lab frame and its orientation angle relative to the x-axis. 
Orientation The overall shape of the SWNT was analyzed by enveloping its 
trace by a best fit ellipse that encompassed the shape of the SWNT and computed 
the lengths of the major and minor axes as well as the orientation of the resulting 
elli pse (figure 3.7). 
Figure 3.7 : Representative image of a SWNT in x-y lab frame, the orientation angle, 
e, is the angle between the x-axis and the major axis of the best fitted ellipse to the 
shape of the SWNT 
Center of mass position The center of mass position of SWNT in each frame 
is determined by weighting each pixel by its absolute gray level intensity, Ti = [Xi , Yi], 
where i represents frame number spaced by 30 ms acquisition time. In this method 
the brighter pixels indicate a greater amount of SWNTs and give weight to where 
SWNT mass exist. This method could introduce error for the case of highly curved 
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backbones because the centroid can be located off the filament and any off-filament 
centroid would introduce error in mean square displacement data analysis in which the 
assumption is that the centroid is a point on the SWNT. However, because nanotubes 
are stiff and L < Lp and relatively short, measuring the centroid through this method 
is sufficient and we verified the accuracy of the method for our images (figure 3.8) [69]. 
For experimental conditions where filaments are long, an alternate method should be 
employed where the filament center rather than its centroid is chosen. 
Figure 3.8 : Two images of a long SWNT is shown. The centroid position is on the 
filament 
The displacements of the center of mass (MSD) or angle (MSAD) can be specified 
by a time averaged autocorrelation function given by (X is either angle (MSAD) or 
cartesian coordinates (MSD)): 
(3.10) 
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where 7 corresponds to various lag times. 
For the case of translational motion, the center of mass displacements were de-
composed into its components parallel (~n2) and perpendicular (~S2) to the running 
time-averaged reptation tube: 
(
COSeT SineT ) 
and applying the rotation matrix ReT = 
- sin eT cos eT 
placements (~f (t, 7) = (~s (t, 7), ~n (t, 7))): 
~f (t, 7) = ReT~r (t, 7) 
and computing the time-average: 
~f (7) = ~ {T dt [~f (t, 7)] 
7 Jo 
(3.11) 
to the cartesian dis-
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
The mean-square displacement at time lag 7 = 0 has a small non zero intercept 
due to tracking errors. Thus we can estimate the spatial and angular resolutions 
from intercepts of their corresponding MSDs [70]. Using this procedure we assign an 
orientation resolution of 2-5 0 and the spatial resolution of 40 nm along SWNT's short 
axis and 70 nm along SWNTs long axis due to superimposed tumbling motion [71]. 
3.3 Result and discussion 
3.3.1 Reptation 
We image directly the quasi-two-dimensional dynamics of SWNTs in agarose gel [72], 
a permanent network with pores'" 0.1-1 /-lm (depending on agarose concentration 
[73]), which mimics ideally the reptation ansatz of a thread moving in a fixed network 
of frozen obstacles. 
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The persistence length of each SWNT was determined from the emission spectrum 
of the individual nanotubes [57]. By image analysis, we extracted frame-by-frame each 
SWNT's center-of-mass position ri = (Xi, Yi) in the lab coordinates and its orientation 
relative to the x-axis. Figure 3.9 represent the center-of-mass trajectory of a 4.5 J1m-
long SWNT, in a 1.5% w/w agarose gel (~ r-.J O.2J1m) showing unequivocally snake-like 
motion. From the emission spectrum we identify the SWNT a (6,5) nanotube which 
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Figure 3.9 : Center of mass trajectories of a SWNT reptating in 1.5 w /w % agarose 
gel and representative near-infrared images of the SWNT illustrating the effect of 
flexibility on reorientation of SWNT in different pores (scale bar 5 J1 m) 
provides d = 0.7 nm and Lp = 26 J1m [5,57]. 
NIR fluorescence snapshots (see figure 3.9) clearly demonstrate that flexibility 
affects significantly reorientation of the SWNT in a new confining tube: at first the 
SWNT slides back and forth partially out of the confining tube; by bending slightly, 
the end of the SWNT has more freedom to explore various paths while translating 
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along its length, even though most of the SWNT is still caged and thus restricted 
to a certain orientation. Eventually, the SWNT completely slides out of the original 
confining tube and reorients in another tube. 
3.3.2 Rotational diffusion 
We quantify rotational motion by the statistics of the angle, ()i. Figure 3.10 shows a 
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Figure 3.10 : Time evolution of angular MSD, shows the subdiffusive to diffusive 
behavior which occurs at disengagement time, Td. Line is the best fit to the data. Dr 
is calculated from the long time (diffusive behavior) 
typical time evolution of mean-square angular displacement (MSAD), (~()2). At short 
times, the SWNT's angular diffusion is sub-diffusive ((~()2) ex Tn , n « 1), reflecting 
the confinement in the initial tube. At longer times, the SWNT diffuses out of the 
initial tube and the mean angular displacement behaves diffusively, (~()2) = 2Dr T, 
yielding the value of the rotational diffusivity, Dr. (Figure 3.11 shows all the SWNT 
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MSAD data vs. lag time.) 
't(s) 10 't ( s) 
Figure 3.11 : Collapse of all MSAD vs. time curves by normalizing with respect to 
Odijk's rotational diffusivity 
We measured the rotational diffusivity of 35 SWNTs with different lengths (L f',J 2 
- 10 /-Lm) and persistence lengths (Lp f',J 26 - 60 /-Lm) reptating in agarose gels of several 
concentrations (hence pore sizes). We collapsed the rotational diffusivity on a master 
curve, by plotting the normalized rotational diffusivities Dr/ D?dijk = DrTJL2 Lp/kBT 
versus normalized length L / A. In such a plot (see figure 3.12), Doi' s theory predicts 
a power-law with scaling exponent -3 (( L / A) -3) across the whole range of normalized 
length (dashed line in figure 3.12), whereas Odijk's theory predicts a plateau at r-..; 1 
for L > A (solid line in figure 3.12). The data show conclusively that, when L ::; A, 
flexibility does not affect mobility (in agreement with both Doi and Odijk), whereas 
for L > A, flexibility clearly speeds up long-time diffusion, which follows Odijk's 
scaling. In fact when we used Doi's rotational diffusivity for rescaling, the data did 
not collapse on a master curve (figure 3.13). 
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Figure 3.12 : Normalized rotational diffusivity of 35 SWNTs with different length and 
persistence length (denoted by different symbols) reptating in different concentrations 
of agarose gel versus normalized length by deflection length. Doi's theory is shown 
by a dashed line and predicts a power-law with scaling exponent -3 across the whole 
range of normalized length. Odijk's theory is denoted by a solid predicts a plateau 
at rv 1 for L > A 
By plotting the rotational diffusivities versus length, we can back out the persis-
tence length for each chirality set of nanotubes (Dr ex: i L -2). The persistence length 
p 
data agrees well with our previous measurements of Lp (figure 3.14) [57]. 
We now turn to the short-time sub-diffusive dynamics of the MSAD (figure 3.10). 
To cross over from short time sub-diffusive behavior to long time diffusive motion, a 
SWNT must diffuse by a length A out of its initial confining tube. This occurs on 
a timescale known as the disengagement time, Td, which is the timescale a SWNT 
needs to reptate a length similar to deflection length and is determined from the free 
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Figure 3.13 : Rotational diffusivities do not collapse with Doi's scaling: Doi's theory 
can not capture the dynamics of the system 
parallel diffusion constant of the center of the mass [39]: 
,A2 TJ,A2 L 
Td= - rv--
D.L kBT 
(3.14) 
At times shorter than Td, the SWNT wiggles freely inside its initial confining tube, 
with minimal angular reorientation ( T < ~/ L , hence the sub-diffusive behavior 
of MSAD in 3.10). At times longer than Td, the SWNT slides out of the initial 
confining tube and starts exploring the other accessible tubes. Figure 3.15 shows 
the disengagement times normalized to ,A2 for 11 SWNTs by fitting the MSAD with 
(~82) = 85+ 2DrT and setting Td = 85/2Dr. We find that the measured Td normalized 
by deflection length ,A2 scales linearly with length L, confirming Odijk's prediction for 
short-time translational diffusion. 
We note here that these 11 nanotubes were imaged by a 100x objective and hence 
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Figure 3.14 : Persistence length of three chirality nanotubes determined from rota-
tional diffusivity data 
smaller pixel size. We could not observe the expected behavior of Td for lower mag-
nification objective (60x). The errors introduced by the limited angular resolution 
in our measurements can affect the interpretation of the short time dynamics. The 
microscope angular resolution is a/ L where a is the pixel size. Therefore, resolution 
limits our experiments below a resolution time of Tresolution rv a2 Lp 7rTJ/2kB T. In the 
experimental conditions of figure 3.15, Tresolution/Td = ((A/ L) (a/~)2) /4 ranges from 
0.01 to 0.26; therefore, Tr > > Td and resolution does not affect significantly the mea-
surement of the subdiffusive regime due to the short-time dynamics in the system. 
One important issue that needs to be addressed here is the effect of pore size het-
erogeneity on our measurements. Agarose large fibrous polymers form heterogeneous 
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Figure 3.15 : The disengagement time normalized by deflection length ().2) scales 
linearly with length L. 
elastic structures that withheld macroscopic stress but allow the motion of particles 
in confined pores. The polydispersity in pore size has been estimated to be of or-
der 20% . The theories of Odijk and Doi assume a distribution of pore sizes with a 
characteristic pore size, e [63]. A SWNT explores different static microenvironments 
over the course of the measurement, resulting in a time-averaged characteristic pore 
size that is not a representation of any instantaneous microenvironments. Because 
we follow each SWNT for Tr > > Td , each SWNT explores many pores (of the order 
of ~ ex: (f) 2 ¥- ~ 25 and each SWNT samples a reasonable pore distribution. 
The rotational dynamic behavior of SWNTs in a fixed network can be a starting 
point to study the dynamics of concentrated solutions of SWNTs as well as SWNT 
composite materials. A concentration independent value for Dr would be consistent 
with theoretical predictions for tightly entangled solutions [74,75]. As the concen-
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Figure 3.16 : MSAD short time subdiffusivity due to limited resolution 
tration of a solution of semiflexible filaments is increased, the cage radius defined 
by equation 3.1 decreases. Above a crossover concentration c* the cage diameter (~) 
predicted for a solution of rigid rods drops below the equilibrium transverse ampli-
tude fluctuations of a semiflexible filament, L 3/ 2 / L~/2. Beyond this concentration 
both rotations and bending fluctuations of molecules are hindered by neighboring 
filaments and hence creating a tightly entangled solution. Now we have the same 
picture as reptation of a stiff filament in a fixed network: reptation along a slightly 
curved tube causes a change in the end-to-end orientation of order (80) - (L/ Lp )O.5 
per reptation time [74]. This predicted Dr depends upon concentration to the extent 
that DII depends on concentration which is very different from the strong concentra-
tion dependence Dr - c-2 predicted for entangled rigid rods and loosely entangled 
semiflexible rods [74]. So one can argue that the signature of the crossover between 
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loosely entangled and tightly entangled concentration regime is a saturation of Dr to 
a nearly concentration independent value. 
3.3.3 Translational diffusion 
In order to understand the the dynamic of the system on time scales less than the 
rotational diffusion time we looked at the translational diffusion. Because SWNTs ex-
plore orientation space by reptating in and out of pores, rotational and translational 
diffusion should be strongly coupled at time scales below the rotational diffusion 
time. Such coupling occurs even in the much simpler case of two-dimensional Brow-
nian motion of an unconstrained ellipsoid, and is well described in terms of Perrin-
Smoluchowski theory [71]. Theoretical calculations and simulations have recently 
shown that this same theory can capture such coupling in the motion of confined 
rigid filaments (infinite Lp) [49]. To investigate this coupling experimentally we mea-
sured the evolution of center-of-mass mean square displacements (MSDs) parallel !:J.s2 
and perpendicular !:J.n2 to the time-averaged orientation of the reptation tube. 
Figure 3.18 shows the decomposed parallel and perpendicular MSDs versus time 
(normalized by the rotational diffusion time). In order to investigate the spectrum of 
timescales arise in the system at short times less than rotational relaxation we will 
first look at the dynamics of a point along the SWNT backbone that is undergoing 
Brownian motion. The dynamics of this point is governed by continuum elastic 
bending modes of the SWNT. The x-axis represents the average orientation of the 
SWNT. The SWNT will have small transverse undulations where u (x, T) and v (x, T) 
are the two independent transverse degrees of freedom (see figure 3.17): 
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Figure 3.1 7 : Schematic of a motion of an elastic filament 
The tangent angle (e ~ ~~) can be decomposed into a series of Fourier cosines: 
() (s) = Ii I: aqcos (qs) (3.15) 
q 
where q = n;; is the wavevector. In terms of u: 
U (x, r) = Ii I: uqsin (qx) (3.16) 
q 
where aq = quq . 
The bending energy can be written as [26]: 
(3.17) 
According to equipartition of energy each quadratic term in equation 3.17 (each 
excited mode) contributes ~kBT to the total energy [26]: 
(3.18) 
The MSD of a point at distance x along the baseline of the filament is (note 
that the dynamical behavior from autocorrelation of the fluctuating bending modes 
(Uq (t) Uo (t)) is approximated by a single exponential [19]): 
(~U2 (x, 7) = ([U (x, 7) - U (x, 0)]2) 
~ (~U2 (x, 7) = ~ L U~ sin2 (qx) (1 - e-w(q)r) 
q 
~ (~U2 (x, 7) = ~ L ~~ sin2 (qx) (1 - e-w(q)r) 
q 
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(3.19) 
(3.20) 
(3.21) 
Due to the viscous interaction with the solvent, each mode has a different character-
istic decay time according to its wave number given by [26, 76]: 
( ) -1 , 7 q =W q =-r;,q4 (3.22) 
The undulation amplitude at a single point results from the summation of contri-
butions from individual bending modes with energy density r;,q4, each one driven by 
thermal energy kBT (3.21). 
For a given time, 7, those modes with relaxation times (7q ) faster that 7 (7q < 7) 
will contribute to the MSD of undulations. The relaxation time corresponding to 
the longest wavelength mode sets an important cutoff, below which we can expect 
saturation of the undulation amplitude. 
At short times the number of contributing modes grows with time, from the short-
est toward the longer wavelength [76, 77]. Thus the response of the filament is more 
local the shorter the time interval on which its motion has been observed. To realize 
the time dependence of equation (3.21), we consider terms that have units and carry 
out the sum up to a time dependent long wavelength cutoff where 7 = W(q*)-1 thus 
q* rv (r;,7)-!: 
.,.. 
( J\ 2 ( ) 1 Lit kBT 1~ d kBT kBT kBT 2 uU x 7 rv - -- rv q-- rv -- rv --74 
, L r;,q4 r;,q4 r;,q3 r;,! 
q. q. * 
(3.23) 
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Figure 3.18 : Short time reptation dynamics: 7' < 7'd is the dynamics inside the tube, 
7'd < 7' < 7'r is the crossover region between anisotropic and isotropic diffusion and 
7' > 7'r is the isotropic diffusive long time dynamics 
Now we look at the behavior we observe in figure (3.18) for transverse MSD 
(~n2) in the case of reptation dynamics of SWNTs in a network: At short times 
(7' < 7'd), SWNT diffusion is clearly anisotropic i.e., ~S2 » ~n2; SWNTs diffuse 
much faster parallel than perpendicular to the tube axis. In this time regime, the 
dynamics of center-of-mass is dominated by the relaxation of thermally excited elastic 
bending modes of the SWNT, with relaxation times 7';: '" rJl~/ /'\" where In is the mode 
wavelength. For a given time 7', long-wave modes (7';: > 7' ) are effectively frozen, 
whereas short-wave ones ( 7';: ) evolve and contribute to the amplitude of thermal 
undulations. At time 7' , the longest (dominant) bending mode has a wavelength of 
1 (7') '" (/'\,7'/ rJ)t . The mean square amplitude transverse fluctuations (~u2) of this 
mode dominate the transverse diffusion of the center of mass, and evolves with time 
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as [26, 76, 77]: 
(3.24) 
which is indeed the sub-diffusive power law Tl we measure (figure 3.18). The same 
time dependence is also expected for the mean square amplitude of the longitudinal 
fluctuations of the SWNT [26,77]; Note that for long times, all modes are saturated 
and the MSD reaches a constant amplitude: 
~ 3 
( 2 ) 1'd kBT kBT 3 L ~u (x, T) '" dq- '" -L "'-
1r. fi,q4 fi, Lp 
L 
(3.25) 
where for the case of reptation, due to confined motion of SWNT in a tube with 
diameter e, the longest wavelength that relaxes is ,x, before SWNT disengages from 
the first confining tube and slides into another tube: 
,X3 
(~u2 (X,T)) '" e '" L 
p 
(3.26) 
So we can see that ,x or deflection length is the longest wavelength that has not been 
suppressed [39]. 
We should note here that besides thermal bending fluctuations another contribut-
ing factor to the dynamics of short times, is the perpendicular and parralel diffusive 
motion. For the case of perpendicular motion (8ul ( T)): 
(~U2 (x, T)) '" kB; Tl + 8ul(T) 
fi,4 
( 2 ) kBT 3 ~u (X,T) "'-y-T4+D.l.OT 
fi,4 
( 2 ) kBT 3 kBT ~u (x, T) '" -y-T4 + -L T 
fi,4 
(3.27) 
(3.28) 
(3.29) 
The value of the second term saturates at a timescale called entanglement time, Te: 
e 
Te=--
D.l.o 
(3.30) 
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In our experiments 7e is smaller than 7d so in the regime where 7e < 7 < 7d the 
time dependence arises due to thermal bending fluctuations of the filament rather 
the translational diffusion. In fact for the case of a rigid rod [78], in this regime, one 
observes a plateau of (.6.u2 (x, 7)). 
Now we look at the long time dynamics: at longer times, .6.82 crosses over to a 
linear diffusion regime, indicating that the SWNT has fully reptated along its length 
(.6.82 '" 7). In this crossover regime, the transverse MSD .6.n2 grows super-linearly 
with time because reptation occurs along a curved path [78,79], a motion that couples 
rotation and translation (.6.n2 '" D 1. 7' .6.82 '" 72). At times longer than rotational 
diffusion time, the SWNT loses memory of its initial orientation, and its diffusion 
becomes isotropic. 
Figure 3.19 shows .6.n2 / .6.82 for all the SWNTs. The data shows clearly the 
anisotropic diffusion that is significantly increased with increasing the confinement. 
On intermediate timescales between disengagement and rotational diffusion times 
(7d < 7 < 7r ), translational diffusion perpendicular to the filament is also enhanced 
by flexibility. At times longer than rotational diffusion time (7 > 7 r ) , the SWNT 
loses memory of its initial orientation, and its diffusion becomes isotropic. On these 
timescales, translational diffusion is weakly reduced by flexibility. Kas et al [45] has 
characterized the longitudinal diffusion constant of actin filaments in an uncrosslinked 
actin network. They obtained a longitudinal diffusivity (DII '" 1/ L) that decreased 
with increasing length as expected, however the absolute value was much lower than 
expected from the dilute solution. A large supression in the diffusivity of a stiff 
filament could be a result of the tortuous path the filament must follow in order 
to diffuse. This hypothesis can be tested by looking at the longitudinal diffusion 
of SWNTs with different Lp in our model system. The coordinates of the end of 
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Figure 3.19 : Anisotropy between parallel and perpendicular translational diffusions 
increase as the pore size decrease 
the skeletonized SWNT can be projected onto a one dimensional coordinate system 
parallel to the SWNT axis. DII can be calculated from one dimensional mean square 
deviation (x2 (T)) rv DIIT at long timescales. 
3.4 Summary 
In this chapter, we established conclusively the dynamics of individual stiff filaments 
in crowded environments, elucidating the fundamental physics of how backbone flex-
ibility affects mobility and diffusion. Our results clearly indicate that the SWNT 
shapes are altered by the presence of the pores, and that bent shapes can be very 
long lived. Recent advances in SWNTs surface stabilization methods could be ex-
ploited to study the issue of chemical interactions between the outer stabilization layer 
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on the SWNTs and the confining medium. In addition to their potential relevance 
for the fundamental physics of stiff polymers, the results might also be exploited in 
biological and technological contexts. SWNTs might be used for probing and sens-
ing applications. By varying SWNT surface modifications, we could selectively tune 
the sensitivity of the carbon nanotubes to the different physical properties of the 
porous media for sensing applications. Rotational diffusion and coupling between 
translational and rotational motion of SWNTs could provide a useful counter part to 
translational diffusion approaches in microrheology techniques and render the abil-
ity to probe different viscoelastic modes or local heterogeneity in complex fluids and 
biological media. 
Chapter 4 
Steric stabilization of SWNTs using triblock 
copolymers 
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Single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) bundle into ropes due to strong inter-tube 
van der Waals attraction. Bundling damages many interesting properties of individual 
SWNTs and impairs utilization of SWNTs in biological and materials applications 
that are based on unique properties of individual SWNTs. Thus, an effective method 
of debundling and solubilizing nanotubes is required for SWNTs to achieve their full 
potential. 
Polymers have proven efficient at altering the interfacial behavior of SWNTs while 
preserving their electronic properties. By tuning the properties of SWNT-polymer 
complexes, we can disperse, separate and assemble SWNTs in many different media. 
Here, we introduce a simple procedure for dispersing as-produced SWNTs in aque-
ous solutions of triblock copolymer, poly(Styrene)-b-(2-Vinyl Pyridine)-b-(Ethyelne 
Oxide) (PS-b-P2VP-b-PEO). Entropic repulsion among the absorbed polymer chains 
generates a free energy barrier that prevents SWNTs from approaching each other 
too closely, i.e. within range of the attractive part of the inter-tube potential. This 
process yields stable aqueous dispersions of individual SWNTs without need for ul-
tracentrifugation, thus dramatically increasing nanotube yield. 
We use this SWNT /triblock copolymer system to study the effect of pH and salin-
ity on polymer micelle conformations. We show that the SWNT suspension is stable 
under a wide pH range as well as high salinity environments. SWNT /triblock copoly-
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mer can sequester hydrophobic and nearly hydrophobic molecules (DIB and PKH26) 
at very high rates. These suspensions can be used in a wide range of applications in 
different media where stable suspension of SWNTs is crucial. 
4.1 Introduction 
SWNTs are tubular structures of carbon characterized by an average diameter of 
about 1 nm and typical length on the order of microns and thus high aspect ratios. 
They have exceptional mechanical and electrical properties, ideal for many biological 
and materials applications. However, as-produced SWNTs usually form entangled 
networks of bundles or ropes, due to van der Waals attraction forces along their 
length [80]. When in a bundle, SWNTs are far from their optimum electronic and 
optical properties. Thus in order to fully exploit the properties of individual nanotube, 
it is crucial to develop simple debundling techniques. 
Various methods have been developed for dispersing SWNTs in aqueous and or-
ganic media. These methods include covalent modifications of SWNT walls [81,82] 
and non-covalent stabilization using mainly polymers [83], biopolymers [84] and sur-
factants [85-87]. Covalent modifications induce short ranged repulsion among the 
tubes but results in altered optical and electronic properties of SWNTs. Non-covalent 
methods, e.g., surfactant stabilization, are common for suspending SWNTs in aqueous 
media [87]. The stabilization mechanism relies on the interactions between surfactant 
molecules and SWNTs. This interaction leads to screening of the hydrophobic effects 
in aqueous solutions and thus dispersion of nanotubes. Although surfactant wrapped 
SWNTs are stable in water, slight changes in the media such as pH can destabilize 
SWNT -surfactant complexes leading to flocculation of SWNTs. 
In aqueous dispersions, surfactant molecules bound at the SWNT surface are 
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in equilibrium with free surfactant molecules. Stability of surfactant suspensions is 
strongly dependent on surfactant concentration. SWNTs are isolated when nanotube-
surfactant interactions are strong relative to surfactant-surfactant and surfactant-
water interactions such that surfactant remains adsorbed and prohibits SWNTs from 
contacting one another and reforming van der Waals-stabilized bundles. SWNTs in 
stable aqueous suspensions reaggregate when the surfactant concentration is reduced 
substantially below the critical micelle concentration (CMC). An additional draw-
back recently observed in suspension of SWNTs and pluronics intended for biological 
application is the nonspecific exchange of the surfactant with serum proteins, which 
makes it undesirable for tagging purposes and other biological applications [88]. Re-
cently a new strategy has been developed which relies on encasing the SWNTs in 
crosslinked polymeric micelles and produces SWNT suspensions that are stable over 
a wide spectrum of pH [89-91]. 
In all of the non-covalent methods discussed, ultracentrifugation has been carried 
out on the dispersions in order to remove all bundles with size above some cutoff 
point. This cutoff point is close to the size of an individual nanotube, resulting in 
dispersions rich in individual SWNTs. However, the cost of centrifugation is the loss 
of as much as 99% of the nanotube mass from the dispersion [4]. 
Here we report a cheap, simple and efficient method for dispersing SWNTs in 
aqueous media by encasing the nanotubes within amphiphilic triblock copolymer 
micelles of PS-b-P2VP-b-PEO. The advantage of this method is the production of 
high-quality dispersions of individual SWNTs that are stable over a wide range of pH 
and high salinity with no waste of nanotubes due to lack of ultracentrifugation step. 
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Figure 4.1 : Schematic illustration of the system. Chemical structure of the triblock 
copolymer. Behavior of micelles in different pH [92] 
4.2 Materials and methods 
4.2.1 SWNT dispersion 
Amphiphilic PS-b-P2VP-b-PEO (4.1) was obtained from Polymer Source Inc., Dorval, 
Canada. (Mn = 3.2-b-1.3-b-3.0 x 103 ). In a typical experiment triblock copolymer was 
first dissolved in dimethylformamide (DMF) , a solvent in which all blocks are soluble 
and no micelle formation is induced (1 wt/wt % solution of triblock copolymer in 
DMF). A few mg of raw SWNTs (HiPco, batch number 162.5) were added to 1 mL 
of polymer solution and exfoliated via ultra tip sonication (or bath sonication (5-10 
Watts)) for 20 minutes. 10 mL of deionized water was added slowly at a rate of 0.1 
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mL/min (via a syringe pump) to the SWNTs-polymer-DMF solution. The sample 
was kept an ice bath to prevent heating. After the sonication no chunks of SWNTs 
were visible with optical microscopy. Thus, no centrifugation step was performed. 
4.2.2 Characterization 
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) images were obtained using a Nanoscope IlIa (Digital 
Instruments/Veeco Metrology, Inc., Santa Barbara, CA) instrument, operating in 
tapping mode at a scan rate of 2 Hz. Samples for AFM analysis were prepared by 
spin-coating 20 J.LL of SWNT suspensions onto freshly cleaved mica surfaces (Ted 
Pella, Inc., Redding, CA) and rinsing with DMF and 2-isopropanol to remove the 
excess of polymer. Samples were dried thoroughly before scanning. 
Liquid phase Raman spectroscopy was performed using a 785 nm laser excitation 
in a Renishaw system fitted with a microscope. Spectra were collected between 100 
and 3200 cm-1 (with 10 s exposure time and 1 accumulation). 
Bulk fluorescence and absorbance measurements were measured with a N anospec-
tralyzer Model NS1, Version 1.97 (Applied Nanofluorescence, Houston, Texas, USA). 
The SWNT fluorescence was excited at 660 nm and 785 nm and emission was de-
tected between 900 and 1400 nm. Absorbance was measured in the visible and near 
infrared (400 to 1400 nm) (with integration time 500 ms and 10 accumulations). 
4.3 Results 
4.3.1 SWNT /triblock copolymer complex 
Block copolymers consist of distinct segments with dual action: while one of the 
blocks anchors the chain to the surface, the other block protrudes into the solvent 
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where it is thermally mobile. When another surface comes close, the reduction in the 
entropy of these mobile blocks due to confinement results in a repulsive force known 
as steric repulsion and thus prevents flocculation. 
The method for dispersing SWNTs in amphiphilic block copolymer follows the 
methodology demonstrated for forming multilayered assemblies known as core-shell-
corona (CSC) micelles in water [92,93]. These micelles consists of a PS core, a pH-
responsive P2VP shell, and a PEO corona. The pyridine units in the P2VP block are 
Br¢msted bases. Acids can react with pyridines by protonating the pyridine units. At 
pH values below 5, they are protonated and adopt a stretched conformation because 
of the mutual electrostatic repulsions while at pH values above 5, the P2VP blocks are 
hydrophobic and collapse on the PS core. Micelle formation is triggered by addition 
of a small amount of water into a dilute solution of the copolymer in a non-selective 
organic solvent. 
Amphiphilic PS-b-P2VP-b-PEO (4.1) was first dissolved in dimethylformamide 
(DMF), a solvent in which all blocks are soluble and no micelle formation is induced. 
SWNTs were added to the polymer solution and exfoliated via ultrasonication (or 
bath sonication). Water, which is miscible with DMF in all proportions, was then 
slowly added to the SWNTs-polymer-DMF solution in order to decrease the solvent 
power toward PS and P2VP. Thus, as soon as the DMF-H20 composition was such 
that the solvent mixture was a () solvent for the hydrophobic blocks, phase separation 
occurred. The slow addition of the first mL of water was critical, because at the 
beginning these micelles were highly unstable and ill shaped. The immediate addition 
of water possibly causes formation of empty (no SWNTs inside) and frozen micelles 
due to the formation of glassy cores at a specific nonselective solvent / selective 
solvent composition. When enough water has been added that the glass-transition 
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temperature of the DMF swollen core (PS) exceeds the ambient temperature and 
that the shape, size, and aggregation number of the micelles are defined. The glassy 
core of PS encased the hydrophobic SWNT. The further expulsion of DMF from the 
micellar PS core and the collapsed P2VP shell forces the hydrophilic PEa chains to 
stretch, extending into water to impart solubility and to prevent re-aggregation of 
SWNTs. 
The nanostructure of SWNTs encased within PS-b-P2VP-b-PEO micelles was 
characterized by atomic force microscopy (AFM), UV -Vis, fluorescence and liquid-
phase Raman spectroscopy. 
In order to characterize the state of the nanotubes at the nanoscale we examine 
deposited samples with tapping-mode AFM (figure 4.2). 
The images reveal that the majority of SWNTs are individuals or small bundles 
(figure 4.3). 
When the absorbing species are SWNTs, UV-vis gives information on the sample 
composition of both metallic and semiconductors. The concentration (in mg/L) of 
SWNTs suspensions was determinate by dividing the optical absorbance value at 763 
nm by 0.043 (typical concentration values of 20-40 mg/L). 
Photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy 
One of the important properties of SWNTs is the NIR fluorescence of the individual 
semiconducting nanotubes [4,5]. The intensity and the wavelength of the fluorescence 
are highly sensitive to the surrounding environment which can be utilized for sensing/ 
characterizing purposes. 
Here, photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy was used to infer the effectiveness of 
the triblock copolymer at breaking up the bundles of nanotubes and dispersing them 
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Figure 4.2 : AFM images of SWNT /triblock copolymer, apparent height 1.8 nm 
as individuals. Metallic SWNTs (about a third of all SWNTs in any bulk sample) act 
as non-radiative decay pathways for any photo excited carriers in a SWNT bundle, 
therefore the PL intensity is proportional to the number of individual SWNTs in the 
dispersion. [94] 
Figure 4.4) shows the photoluminescence (660 nm and 785 nm excitation wave-
length) of the bulk SWNT suspensions (the sample consisted of SWNTs, triblock 
copolymer, water and DMF) right after sonication but with no centrifugation step in 
comparison with SWNT /SDBS and SWNT /pluronics (F88) of similar concentration 
undergoing 4 hours of ultracentrifugation. 
The low PL quantum yields in comparison with SWNT-SDBS dispersion is most 
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Figure 4.3 : AFM images of SWNT /triblock copolymer reveal the majority of SWNTs 
are individuals or small bundles 
likely associated with the presence of small nanotube bundles (also evident from AFM 
images). In addition, the broadening of spectral features and a 30 nm red shift of 
emission lines (figure 4.5) indicate a change in the dielectric environment. Bundling 
of SWNTs yield in a small increase of the dielectric function which account for the 
observed red shifts. However, it is noteworthy that no centrifugation step has been 
carried out to remove the bundles. 
In order to further study the degree of bundling, Raman spectroscopy was per-
formed. The liquid-phase Raman spectra of the suspension using 785 nm excitation 
laser which selectively excites semiconducting nanotubes with diameters near 1 nm 
is shown in figure 4.6. The degree of bundling can be identified by comparing the 
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area under the RBM of individual semiconducting SWNTs (150 to 250 cm-1 ) with 
that of SWNT that are brought into resonance with the laser due to the presence of 
SWNT bundles (250-300 cm-1 ) [95]. The bundling peak (250-300 cm-1 ), is fairly 
small considering no centrifugation step has been carried out (figure 4.7). 
4.3.2 Stability of SWNT-polymer complex 
Dialysis 
Dialysis against water for 24 hours using a 50K dialysis bag ensured the removal of 
DMF and a completely aqueous solution. The samples were stable despite vigor-
ous dialysis against water evident from no change (decrease or shift) in fluorescence 
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emission line (figure 4.8) as well as constant bundling peak in the Raman spectrum. 
This shows that micelles encasing SWNTs are kinetically frozen out of equilibrium, 
particularly due to the fact that the poly( styrene) core is glassy (glass transition tem-
perature, T 9 '" lOOoe for bulk polystyrene) and that there are strong interactions 
between PS block and SWNT surface. This triblock copolymer acts very differently 
from soft (low T g) triblock polymers such as pluronics; The pluronics are prone to 
re-organization when exposed to external stimuli, given their low T g' 
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Effect of pH and salinity 
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Furthermore, in order to test the stability of the sample, the fluorescence spectra of 
the sample were monitored while inducing pH changes in the suspensions. Figure 4.10 
shows the PL intensity of the triblock/SWNTs suspensions is fairly stable along the 
pH range. However, we do note the slight decreases from alkaline (pH 11) to acidic 
(pH 1) conditions and the slight redshift of the spectrum. But this is somewhat 
counter-intuitive because acids can react with pyridines by protonating the pyridine 
units. At pH values below 5, they are protonated and adopt a stretched conformation 
because of the mutual electrostatic repulsions while at pH values above 5, the P2VP 
blocks are hydrophobic and collapse on the PS core [93]. So one would expect to see 
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higher PL intensities in higher pH because we have both a glassy core of PS as well 
as a collapsed P2VP shell, so the SWNTs should be very well shielded. 
We also tested the stability of the suspensions in high salinity solutions: SWNT /polymer 
suspensions were diluted in lOx phosphate buffered saline (PBS). The suspension sta-
bility and the luminescence were not affected in such high salinity medium evident by 
the steady fluorescence intensity levels of the (7,6) peak as a function of time (nor-
malized to the initial condition at pH 7). Thus these suspensions would be highly 
desirable for application in biological environments as well as environments with high 
salinity conditions. 
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4.3.3 Shell crosslinking 
The triblock copolymer was crosslinked around the SWNT by reacting the P2VP 
shell with a crosslinker. This modification suppresses the unimer-micelle equilibrium 
and creates shells that virtually consist of one molecule after cross-linking. 
The P2VP block of the polymer was crosslinked by quaternization with 1,4-
Diiodobutane (DIB), which is a hydrophobic molecule [96]. 1 mole crosslinker per 
2 moles of VP was added to the dialyzed SWNT /triblock polymer aqueous solution 
and then the sample was bath sonicated for 30 sec. Quaternization of P2VP has a 
very slow reaction rate under ambient condition (f"V several hours to days) and is char-
acterized by a change in solution color from clear to opaque light-yellow [97]. In our 
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experiment, only after 30 seconds of bath sonication the color of the solution changed 
from clear to pale yellow. Quaternization was further confirmed by the disappear-
ance of the 1369 and 1303 cm- 1 aromatic C-N stretching vibrations in the Fourier 
transform infrared (FTIR) spectrum (Nicolet FTIR Infrared Microscope) [97] . 
To explain such extraordinary acceleration in the crosslinking reaction rate we pro-
pose the possibility of DIB sequestration by the assembled PEO-b-P2VP-b-PS around 
SWNTs: the SWNT /triblock copolymer uptake and sequester the DIB molecules in 
their hydrophobic interior. This hypothesis was further tested by dissolving pyridine 
in water at a similar concentration to PEO-b-P2VP-b-PS followed by adding the same 
amount of DIB and sonicating it for 30 sec. There was no visible sign of reaction, even 
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Figure 4.11 : Stability in high salinity 
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after days. Interestingly, such fast reaction rate has not been observed in assembled 
films or micelles of this triblock copolymer [97]. 
Figure 4.10 displays the fluorescence spectra of crosslinked SWNT-triblock copoly-
mer in comparison to that of uncrosslinked and dialyzed SWNT /triblock copolymer 
suspensions. A decrease in fluorescence intensity is noticed. Interestingly, a slight 
blueshift (a few nm) was observed in the sample of crosslinked sample, which could 
be due to a change in dielectric constant of the SWNTs surrounding (tlE ex E-1 where 
E is the dielecric constant). To complement these observations, the liquid-phase Ra-
man spectra of the suspensions were also measured (4.11). A decrease in Raman 
intensity is due to scattering from the crosslinked sample. The degree of bundling, 
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was unchanged because the bundling peak remained constant. 
4.3.4 Incorporation of dye molecules in the micelle structure 
Visualization of SWNTs in water by fluorescence microscopy can be accomplished 
by adding a small amount of hydrophobic dye (PKH26, Sigma, excitation 551 nm 
and emission 567 nm) to a solution of the dispersed SWNTs/surfactants [16J. Such a 
dye molecule partitions into the hydrophobic core of the surfactant assemblies around 
SWNTs and therefore SWNTs can be directly observed under the microscope. 
Using this approach, we labeled the un-crosslinked SWNT-triblock copolymer 
complexes with PKH26 by mixing 10 J-lL of the aqueous SWNT suspension with 1 J-lL 
of the dye and vortex mixing for 1 min. The SWNT -copolymer structure can uptake 
and sequester the dye molecules in their hydrophobic interior. For visualization 2 J-lL 
suspension of labelled SWNTs was placed on hydrophilic glass (soaked for 30 minutes 
in a mixture of 70 % sulfuric acid and 30 % hydrogen peroxide, rinsed with water and 
wiped clean with methanol) and then covered with a hydrophilic coverslip. 
Images were acquired on a Nikon E600 epi-fluorescence microscope with a XF37 
filter cube (Omega Optical, Inc., USA ; excitation 540-550 / 555 dichroic / emission 
570-600 nm), a lOOX oil immersion objective (N.A.=1.4, depth of focus 0.5 J-lm), 
and an electron-bombarded CCD video camera (Hamamatsu, Japan), controlled by 
MetaMorph software (Universal Imaging Co., USA). 
Figure 4.12 shows an image of fluorescently labeled SWNTs/triblock copolymer. 
4.4 Conclusion 
In conclusion, we have produced stable dispersions of SWNT suspended using PS-b-
P2VP-b-PEO triblock copolymer in water. The SWNTs are in the form of individuals 
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Figure 4.12 : Fluorescent image of SWNTs/polymer/dye complex 
and small bundles with no aggregates. This has been achieved without the need for 
ultracentrifugation. The suspension is stable under a wide pH range as well as high 
salinity environments. We have shown that SWNT-triblock copolymer is capable of 
sequestering hydrophobic molecules (DIB and PKH26) at very high rates. These 
suspensions can be used in a wide range of applications in different media where 
stable suspension of SWNTs is crucial. 
Triblock copolymers encasing the SWNT introduce a steric barrier that can be 
tuned by altering polymer chain length and surface density. This system or any 
SWNT-polymer complex can be excellent model systems to study interfacial behavior 
such as the strength and range of polymer induced steric repulsion by probing the 
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unique PL properties of SWNTs. 
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